REKSOFT Privacy Policy
This privacy policy describes how Reksoft Group of companies, including Reksoft Ltd, Reksoft AB and
other (“Reksoft”, “we”, “us”) processes your personal data when you access or use any part of our
website (www.reksoft.com, the “Website”), purchase our services or communicate or interact with us in
any other way.
When we process your personal data for our purposes, in accordance with this privacy policy, we are
the data controller regarding such processing. We respect and care about the privacy of individuals
and undertake to respect and protect your personal data and privacy in accordance with applicable
laws, industry rules and other related standards. This privacy policy describes what personal data we
collect, how and why we collect it and what we do with it once it has been collected. You will also find
information about the rights you have in relation to our processing of your personal data.
You may always reach out to us on matters of privacy and data protection by contacting us at:
privacy@reksoft.com.

1. Personal data
Personal data means any information relating to a person, which, directly or indirectly, may be used to
identify the person, such as your name, telephone number, e-mail address, payment information, IP
address and customer number.

2. Collection of personal data
Personal data provided by you
Most of the personal data, which we process about you is personal data that you have voluntarily
provided us with, for example by submitting an enquiry on our Website, by placing an order for
purchase of our services and/or when you contact us through our social media accounts or in any
other way. You may also provide such information when contacting Reksoft employees officially
representing Reksoft.
The personal data that you provide us with may include your contact information (name, address,
telephone number, email address, etc.) and data pertaining to your order and use of our services
(customer preferences and settings, purchase history, etc.).
We may need the above information to respond to enquiries and requests from you and to be able to
fulfil an agreement with you regarding provision of services that you have ordered. If you choose not to
submit certain personal data, we may not be able to respond to your enquiries or provide the ordered
services.

Personal data collected by Reksoft
We collect personal data about you when you visit our Website, purchase our services or interact with
us in any other way. Personal data that we collect from you include information about your use of the
Website, technical information about the units you use to navigate the Website, geographical location
data, interaction data and information about the services you have ordered from us.
Cookies
At Reksoft, we use cookies on our Website so that you can enjoy the best possible online experience.
A cookie is a small text file that is saved on your computer when you visit a website. It contains
information about the website you visit, settings you have made and the duration of your visit. Cookies
do not contain viruses and will not harm your computer. They will not identify you personally, only the
browser you have installed on your computer.
You can avoid the use of cookies simply by adjusting your settings within your internet browser. This
will prevent any cookies from being saved to your hard drive. If you want to avoid the use of cookies

on your computer, you can simply turn the function off by adjusting the settings within your web
browser. This will prevent any cookies from being saved to your hard drive. Please not that turning
cookies off may lead to a reduced browsing experience.
You can find more information about cookies on https://cookiesandyou.com/
Log files
The only information that we collect and store automatically during normal website use is typical
webserver log data. This information includes internet protocol (IP) addresses, browser type, referring/
exit pages, operating system, date/time stamp and clickstream data. Such data does not tell us who
you are or reveal any other information of a personal nature. We use webserver log data to generate
statistics and measure site activity for the benefit of our Website users.
How does Reksoft use cookies and log files?
We use cookies and log files to:





measure the number of Website visitors;
see what pages are the most popular;
gather information used for making our Website more customer oriented;
deliver relevant information and marketing content to our visitors.

We also use cookies to collect visitor statistics using Google Analytics. This helps us gain a better
understanding as to how you and our other visitors interact with our Website.

3. Why we process your personal data
We process your personal data for different purposes. We will not process your personal data unless
we have a legal basis for doing so. Below you can read more about why we process your personal
data and what legal basis we have for the processing.

Processing based on your consent
Personal data is processed for the following purposes for which we need you consent:




to process, evaluate and respond to your enquiries and requests;
to verify your identity
to provide you as Website visitor with information about products, services and events;

We will make sure we obtain your consent before we begin processing your personal data for the
purposes listed above. The request for your consent will be clear and specific and provide you with a
description of the purpose of our data processing. We will never assume your consent, but ensure that
your will to consent is clearly expressed.
You have the right to withdraw your consent at any time, in which case we will stop processing the
personal data provided by you or collected by us under the consent. Please direct a request for
withdrawal to privacy@reksoft.com.

Processing that is necessary to fulfil an agreement
In some cases, our processing of your personal data is necessary for us to be able to fulfil an
agreement with you or a company you represent. The processing may also be necessary in order to
take steps at your request prior to entering into an agreement. For example, we may process your
personal data:



to verify your identity and contact information
to provide system support and services (warranty service, recall information, etc.); for
administration of your payments;



for product and service development purposes, for example to improve system performance,
quality and safety done by ourselves and our chosen third party recipients or suppliers.

Processing that is necessary for our or a third party’s legitimate interests
In some cases, we may also rely on our or a third party’s legitimate interest to process your personal
data. For example, your personal data may therefore be used:





to comply with legal requirements or lawful authority requests;
to protect our legal rights, for example to investigate potential violations of our terms and
conditions; to detect, prevent or disclose fraud and unauthorized transactions; to defend
ourselves in connection with a potential claim; to detect and/or prevent other security issues;
and to manage risk exposure and maintain a high level of security;
to operate, evaluate and improve our business, including:
o for internal administrative purposes
o for product and service improvement
o for development of new products and services;
o to manage our communication with you, other stakeholders, customers and markets;
o to carry out market research;
o to determine and manage the effectiveness of our advertising and marketing;
o to analyse our products, services and websites; and
o to perform accounting, auditing, billing, reconciliation and collection activities.

If you have any questions regarding this or want to know more about how we determine our legitimate
interest, you are welcome to contact us.

Processing that is necessary to comply with legal obligations
Sometimes we need to process your personal data to comply with legal obligations that we are subject
to, such as accounting legislation, tax legislation and rules on product liability. Personal data
processed for these purposes may include identity and contact information, payment details and
information about the products and services that you have purchased.

4. Retention time
We will only retain your personal data for as long as it is necessary to fulfil the purposes outlined in
this policy or the purposes of which you have otherwise been informed. The storage time will vary
depending on the purposes for which we process the data and the legal basis we have for the
processing. The same personal data may also be used for different purposes and based on different
legal grounds. This means that certain personal data may still be stored by us even if you withdraw
your consent and the processing you’re your consent concerns ceases.

5. Disclosures of personal data
In some cases, we share your personal data with third parties. We aim to choose the option for data
processing services that best safeguards the integrity of your personal data towards any third party.
We will not share your personal data with third parties for other purposes than those listed in this
policy.

Disclosures to third parties
We will, as a general rule, only disclose your personal data to a third party if we have received your
consent to do so. We will not sell your personal data to any third party without first obtaining your
consent. You will be informed of the third parties involved before giving your consent. If you have
provided such consent, but wish to withdraw it, please contact that third party directly.

In some cases, we may share your personal data with a third party without your consent, for example
in situations where disclosure is required by law or where such disclosure is necessary for our or a
third party’s legitimate interest.

We share your personal data with suppliers engaged by us who processes the data on our behalf for
the purposes listed above, such as suppliers of IT systems and services. Your personal data is, for
example, stored in IT systems that are necessary for us to conduct our business and provide you with
the services you request. These suppliers are contractually required to keep your personal data
secure and confidential.

Transfers of personal data to third countries
The information we collect from you may be transferred to, and stored at, various locations depending
on, for example, where our company’s IT systems are hosted. The data may be processed by
employees who work for us or by our suppliers who are located in a country outside of EU/EES.
When your personal data is transferred to a country outside EU/EES, we will take all reasonable legal,
technical and organisational measures to ensure that the data is handled securely and in accordance
with applicable privacy laws and this privacy policy. For example, the transfer of data may be based
on an agreement that includes standard data protection clauses for data transfer adopted by the
European Commission.

6. Security
We strive to implement appropriate technical, organisational and legal measures to protect your
personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction, accidental loss or alteration, unauthorised
disclosure or access and any other unlawful form of processing. We aim to ensure that the security
level adopted to protect your personal data are appropriate in relation to the risks presented by the
nature of your personal data and our processing thereof.

7. Your rights and choices
Your right to information about your personal data
You have the right to request access to information about the personal data that we process about
you, such as what personal data we process, how the personal data is collected, the purpose and
legal basis of the processing, and with whom the personal data is shared. Requests for such
information must be made in writing and include your name, address and, preferably, your e-mail
address. The request must also be personally signed by you (or that you have otherwise given proof of
identity).

Your right to control of your personal data
You also have the right to request that we correct any incorrect data relating to you and, under certain
circumstances, you have the right to request that we delete your personal data or restrict our
processing of your personal data. Examples of such circumstances include situations in which you
have withdrawn all or part of your consent to our processing, if you object to our processing or if you
think that the processing is no longer necessary for the purposes that we have stated.
Requests should be sent to Reksoft AB at the address stipulated below under “Contact Details”.
Requests to delete personal data will be subject to any applicable legal requirements.

Your right to withdraw your consent
You have the right to withdraw your consent at any time, in which case we will stop processing the
personal data provided by you or collected by us under the consent. Your withdrawal of consent may,
however, have no effect on our processing of your personal data prior to such withdrawal. You also
have the right to object to the processing of your personal data for the purpose of direct marketing and
profiling.

Your right to submit complaints
Reksoft is committed to handling any request, complaint or concern that you may have about our use
of your personal data, in a fair and transparent way. If you have any complaints regarding our
processing of your personal data, you have the right to submit a complaint to the Swedish Supervisory
Authority or to another supervisory authority.

8. Changes
Reksoft reserves the right to amend this policy from time to time.

9. Contact details
Please use the following contact details to exercise your rights as described above. Your requests will
be dealt with in a prompt and proper manner. All communication and measures taken by us relating to
you exercising your rights will be provided free of charge. If you make an obviously unreasonable or
unjustified request, we do, however, reserve the right to charge you with a reasonable fee for the costs
that arise for us in order to fulfil your request.

E-mail: privacy@reksoft.com
Postal address: Reksoft AB, Isafjordsgatan 39b, 16440, Kista, Sweden
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